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GROUP THEORETIC REMARKS ON
RIESZ SYSTEMS ON BALLS1

A. KORÁNYI AND S. VAGI

ABSTRACT. The space of boundary values of Riesz systems on the unit ball

of Rn is decomposed under the action of the special orthogonal group SO(n).

The corresponding irreducible representations are explicitly determined. Two

applications of this result are given.

Introduction. In [3 and 4] we considered Rn-valued functions on the unit sphere

Sn~ * of Rn and discussed the generalization of the results of Marcel Riesz on

the conjugate function to this setting. This was done with the aid of a theory of

singular integral operators developed in [3]. It is well known that, just as in the

case of the circle and the real line, the Fourier transform carries singular integral

operators of the type considered in [3] into multiplier operators. In the present

paper we shall describe concretely the Fourier analysis of Rn-valued functions on

Sn~l, and we shall identify the multiplier corresponding to the Riesz transform.

In §2 we shall apply our Fourier analysis to prove that, in analogy with the complex

analytic case, the restriction of the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations to Sn~1

characterizes the tangential parts of the boundary values of Riesz systems. As it

will turn out from our discussion, this is really a result about harmonic forms, and

is essentially contained in [2]; our proof is an analog of the classical method of

solving the Dirichlet problem for the ball by means of an expansion into spherical

hamonics.

Throughout this paper we restrict our attention to the case n > 5. The cases

n = 3,4 require some modifications corresponding to modifications occurring in the

Branching Theorem; the case n = 2 is the classical case of the unit circle.

1. Decomposition of a representation. We write L = L2(Sn~ 1,Rn) and we

consider the representation T of the special orthogonal group SO(n) given for g €

SO(n), / 6 L, and a/ G Sn_1 by

(1.1) (Tgf)(x') = gf(g-1x').

If we interpret the elements of L as sections of the trivial vector bundle Sn~x X Rn

with SO(n) acting in the natural way on both factors, then T is just the action of

SO(n) on the sections. Our first goal is to decompose T into irreducible constituents.

We define, using the dot to denote the standard inner product on Rn,

¿Tan = {/ G L\f(x') ■X' = 0,X'E S"'1},

LNor - {/€ L\f{7f) = <p&W,<pe L2(Sn-\R)}.
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These spaces are SO(n)-invariant, and L is the orthogonal direct sum

(1-2) L = Lran 0 LNor,

as can be seen by decomposing / £ L as / = /xan + /Nor, where /Nor(^) =

/(a/), ar*.
If we think of L as a space of vector-valued functions (or "vector-fields"), ¿Tan

consists of the tangential, Lnof of the normal fields. Actually, it is better to think of

them as covector-valued functions; it is, in fact, easy to verify the Lran is isomorphic

as a homogeneous space with the cotangent bundle of 5n—1.

To proceed with the decomposition of L we introduce some notation. Let Dr,°

resp. Dr'1 denote the irreducible representation of SO(n) whose highest weight (cf.

[1]) is (r, 0,..., 0) resp. (r, 1,0,..., 0). Let Xr denote the space of homogeneous

harmonic polynomials of degree r on Rn. Then, as is well known, SO(n) operates

on Xr (and also on the restrictions of Mr to Sn~1) by the representation Dr'°.

PROPOSITION 1.1.   One has a unique orthogonal decomposition

(1.3) ¿Nor = ®LN°or,
r>0

where SO(n) acts onL^^ by the irreducible representation DT,°.

PROOF. The map <p *-* A<p, where (A¡p)(x') — ^(x')^, is an SO(n)-equivariant

isomorphism of L2(Sn~ ,*%) onto Lisior- The assertion follows from the classical

decomposition of L2(Sn~ ,R) into spherical harmonics. In addition one has the

explicit description

(1-4) LtfOI = {<p(x')x'\<pe)lr}.

PROPOSITION 1.2.   One has a unique orthogonal decomposition

(1.5) ¿Ta„ = 0(LT'a°neLT'an)
r>l

where SO(n) acts on LT'^n by the irreducible representation Dr,i (i = 0,1).

PROOF. Let e„ = (0,..., 0,1). The restriction of T to Lr&n is just the repre-

sentation induced by the canonical representation on Rn—x of SO(n—1), the stabi-

lizer of en. In fact, writing f(g) = (Tgf)(en), one verifies at once that / is a function

from SO(n) to Rn_1 (the tangent space to Sn~1 at e„) and, for g 6 SO(n), k €

SO(n — 1) we have f(kg) = k - f(g) and (Tgfy~(g') = ~f(g'g), proving our asser-

tion. Now the Frobenius reciprocity theorem [6] implies that the irreducible rep-

resentations occurring in Lxan are those whose restriction to SO(n — 1) con-

tains the canonical representations of SO(n — 1) (which is of type D1,0). By the

Branching Theorem [1, pp. 248-251] this means exactly those whose highest weight

(mi,..., mp) satisfies

mi  > 1 > 7712  > 0 > T7l3 > . . . ,

i.e. the representations Dr,° and Dr,x with multiplicity one for each r > 1.

We are now going to consider the subspace H of L formed by the boundary

values (in the L2 sense) of gradients V<p = (Di<p,..., Dnip) of harmonic functions,

where we used the standard notation Dj<p = d<p/dxj. This is the space denoted

by H^S"-1) in [4].
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Since V intertwines the action of SO(n) on functions and on L, H is an invariant

subspace of L and we have

(1.6) H = 0 Hrfi

r>i

with

Hr>° = {Vp\<p e Mr)

transforming under T by the representation DT'°. The space Hr,° is contained in

^Nor © ^Tan DU^ ™ ̂ self (cf. (1.8) and (1.9) below) neither normal nor tangential.

Let Lnof.o be the subspace of LjMor made up of elements <p(x/)x/ with / <p = 0,

i.e. the sum (1.3) without the term r = 0. We write prTan and prNor for the

projections corresponding to the decomposition (1.2) of L. The Riesz Transform R

is defined in [3] as the mapping of Lnoi-.o into ¿/ran carrying prNor V<p to prTan Vip

for all <p £ Ur (r > 1). The operator R is clearly an 50(n)-equivariant map. The

following proposition describes the "multiplier" corresponding to R.

PROPOSITION 1.3.  For each r > 1, the restriction ofR to L£°r is

where Vr is an SO(n)-equivariant isometry o/LJj°r onto LT'2n-

PROOF. By the computations in [4, p. 186] we have

(1.7) ||Vp||2 = (n + 2r-2)r7       M2.
JS"—1

By Euler's identity, x-V<p(x) = rip(x), hence (prNorVy?)(i') = r(p(x')x'. Therefore,

(1.8) llprNorVHI2 = r2/       M2,
ys„-i

and, by the theorem of Pythagoras,

(1.9) llprxanV^I2 = (n + r - 2)r /       \<p\2.

REMARK.   The operator P of [4] projects in a group-equivariant way each

¿Tan © LNor 0nt° HT'°> and maP8 ***& LTan *° ZCTa

The next proposition will make the decomposition of L more explicit. Consider

#r®Rn, i.e. the n-tuples of elements of Ur. This space (more exactly the restriction

of its elements to Sn~1) is contained in L, and since the spherical harmonics span

L2(Sn~ 1,R) we have the orthogonal decomposition

(1.10) ¿=Qtfr®Rn.
r>0

Here SO(n) acts on the rth summand by Dr,° <2)DT,1-t it is known (cf. [5]) that this

tensor product equals Dr,° © Dr+1'° © £)r—1'°. Since D1"'1 occurs in L only once,

the subspace of type Dr>l must be L^. Since the components of the elements of

Hr+1,° are harmonic polynomials of degree r, we have Hr+1>° c Ur <8>.Rn, so this

must be the subspace of type Dr+1,0. Denoting the subspace of type Dr~1,Q by

Mr~l»° we have then

(1.11) Mr <g> Rn = L&, © Hr+x'° © AT-1'0.
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PROPOSITION 1.4.  For eachr > 1 there is another orthogonal decomposition

(1.12) LT'°n©L^r = i^-°©M'--0.

Furthermore,

(1.13) Mr'° = {\x\2V>p(x) - (n + 2(r - l))p(i)i | <p £ i(r}.

PROOF. By (1.3), (1.5) and (1.11), Mrfi is the kernel of the projection P on

LT'°n © L£j°r. This implies (1.12). We can determine Aír,° exphcitly as follows.

For ip £ Ñr we have ^(z)x = /ir+i(z) + \x\2hr—i(x) + |i|4/ir_3(i) + ..., with

hi E Hi® Rn- Since ^(1)2; is of type DT'°, by (1.10) and (1.11) it follows that

/ir+i 6 Air*°, Är_i £ Hr'° and A» = 0 for i < r — 1. So hr—i is the orthogonal

projection of <p(x)x onto Hr,°, and is found by maximizing (<p(x)x\V4i)/\\Vip\\ as V

ranges over Ur. The Euler identity, (1.7) and the Schwarz inequality then show that

/ir_i = (n + 2r — 2)—XV^. This proves (1.13). Of course, one could also verify

directly that the right-hand side of (1.13) is made up of harmonic polynomials of

degree r -\-1, and is of type Dr,°; this would suffice to prove that it is equal to
Mr'°.

REMARK. It may be of interest to point out the connections of the preceding

with Levine's work [5]. Levine considers the harmonic analysis of the cosphere

bundle of Sn~1 concretely realized as

CS = {(x, 0 | x, £ £ Rn,|a| = |e| = l,i • £ = 0}.

Given / £ ¿Tan, we can define a function / on CS by f(x, £) = f(x) ■ £. This gives

a bijection of Lran onto the subspace of L2(CS) spanned by the functions linear

in £; it is also easy to check that (Tgf)~(x, £) = f(g~ 1x,g~x£). With the aid of

these observations one can derive (1.5) from Theorems 1, 2 and 3 of [5].

2. The tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations. For functions / with values in

a vector space V on a manifold M the first order linear differential operators are

the same as the V*-valued vector fields, i.e. for each x 6 M an element Dx in

Air ® V*. If Dx = X <g) e, then Pxf = X(e, /). A system S of first order operators

is a C°°(M)-module of V*-valued vector fields. If AT is a submanifold of M, the

restriction Sn of the system S is given by those V G S for which Dx £ Nx (g) V*

for all i € N.
The generalized Cauchy-Riemann system (cf. [7]) on Rn (in the following: C-R

system) is obtained by taking V = Rn, identifying Rn with its dual, and taking

the system generated by

l<i<n

Pjk =Dk® eá - D0 ® ek       (1 < j < k < n),

where {e¿} is the natural basis of Rn.   Suppose that N is a hypersurface in Rn

and that at some x = xq £ N the tangent space is spanned by e%t..., en_i. To

compute the restriction of the C-R system we write Dx = anP° + 5Z°jfc^J'fci aa^L

verify that Dx £ Nx amounts to oo = ojri — 0 for all 1 < j < n — 1.

In the case of N = Sn~1 and xq = en the last condition means that

(2.1) (Dkfj - Djfk)Un =0       (1 < j < k < n -1).
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If, for / £ L, we define Of as the form on 5n—1 corresponding to prTan/ aad we

define the operator D by

Df = dßf

(in the sense of distributions), we see at once that (2.1) is equivalent to (Df)(en) =

0, and by SO(n)-invariance it follows that / satisfies the restricted C-R system if

and only if

(2.2) Df = 0.

(We might note that the necessity of (2.2) also follows by observing that the C-R

system for a Riesz system F is equivalent with d0¡? = d*0p = 0, where Op is the

form corresponding to F; if / is the restriction of F to a submanifold, then Of is

just the pull-back of Op under the identity map, so dOf = 0.) Since it is satisfied

by all normal fields, the restricted C-R system cannot, as in the complex case,

characterize the elements of H. However we have the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.1. An element f on Lran is the tangential projection of some

element in H if and only ifDf = 0 in the sense of distributions.

PROOF. Suppose that / is the tangential part of the boundary values of a Riesz

system F. Writing Fr(x) = F(rx) (0 < r < 1) it is clear that Fr is still a Riesz

system. So its restriction to Sn~1 satisfies (2.2). Since D annihilates all normal

fields, so does its tangential projection. Letting r tend to 1, it follows that Df = 0.

To prove the converse, we assume Df = 0, and write / = 2 fr'° + S /r>1

corresponding to the decomposition (1.5). D commutes with the action of SO(n)

since the maps / h+ Of and Of >-* dOf do. Therefore D/r>1 = 0 for all r. From §1

we know that

(2-3) PrTantfr'°=£T'an,

so the proposition will be proved if we show that fT'1 =0 for all r. By Schur 's

lemma, D restricted to LTan is either zero or an isomorphism; it will therefore be

sufficient to prove that it cannot be zero. Now notice that D annihilates each Hr

and Mr, by (1.12) and (2.3). Therefore, by (1.11), it will suffice to find an element

of Mr ® Rn on which D does not vanish.

Let g = (ffi,..., gn) be defined by gi(x) = (x2 + ixn)r, and g2 = • • • = gn = 0.

Then

(D2gi-D1g2)\en=rir-1.

Depending on the parity of r, D(Re g) or D(Im g) is different from zero. Since Re g

and Im g are elements of Mr ® Rn this concludes the proof.

This proof can also be extended to the case of higher degree forms.
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